CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1. Conclusion

Based on the analysis in the previous chapter, the writer found some the existing components of register which leads to the outcomes that the situational factors happen as field, tenor, and mode where field consist of frozen register, formal, consultative, casual register, and intimate register. Based on the movie, casual, intimate and consultative register are the components that found after analyzing which explains the soldiers most use a friend-to-friend language during in base whether in training or briefing. In addition, the term intimate is frequently said when they are on duty which means American soldier is highly following the procedure of communication in battlefield no matter what happens and the term consultative appears when they need or seek an assistance.

Furthermore, tenor consists of status or power which is divided into two term called equal and unequal. It is used when soldiers with different status have a contact. Afterwards, the term called affective involvement is divided into two terms either which are namely high and low involvement. It is usually used by soldiers in all activities which show they are all always together in all situations. The other term is called contact. It is to show if they meet frequently or barely. In this case, all soldiers are in the same base at one territory where it is obviously that they meet each other every day. Register also consists of the way how it is used in different ways and forms. In the movie entitled Lone Survivor, all the communication happens in spoken which show soldiers believe that spoken information is the most
accurate thing for them. Thus, they prefer saying all information spontaneously which is very important and efficient during their activity such briefing and combat.

Along with all the communication that soldiers do, functions are the important thing for them in all situations. It is called as register function that every word they spread gives an important role. Among many functions that exist in the theory, there are four register functions that frequently occur in the movie. Those are Instrumental, Interactional, Representational and Heuristic function that is really important in communication.

The writer concludes that the result of analysis can be easily understood because the soldiers stay in two places (base and combat field) for duty which they only have conversations on those places. This thesis is to tell a common people to understand how soldiers have conversations because it kinds of restricted for common people to visit soldier base only to watch the way they communicate.

5. 2. Suggestion

Language is an important role for human being. As it was explained on the conclusion that soldiers live by all important information to protect their country. The result of the Spartan-01 register is the existing components of register which leads to the outcomes that the situational factors happen as field, tenor, and mode where field consist of frozen register, formal, consultative, casual register, and intimate register. This study also has excess in the term of military register, the explanations of military register used by Spartan-01 are clearly describing the situational factors and the functions of register appear during the movie. However,
this study also has shortages such as the register that utter by Sparta-01 in a non-battlefield less than the register that utter in battlefield.

The thesis writer hopes this research can make the reader deepen their understanding about register, especially in military register so that they will know the use of military register. This movie will give a better understanding in military register because the researcher analyzes the register based on the real military situation.

The thesis writer suggests another researcher that may conduct the research in Register field to analyze the other elements using the other ways beside the way the thesis writer has been done to conduct this research. Since there are so many ways in conducting the research in register field in different point of view. As long as people do the interaction which demands them to use language based on what, when and where the language they used.